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Abstract
There are two commonly accepted paradigms for organizing intelligence in
robotic vehicles, namely reactive and deliberative. A third, a hybrid paradigm called
integrated planning and execution, is considered a combination of the original two.
Although these paradigms are well known to researchers, there are few published
examples directly comparing their application and performance on similar vehicles
operating in identical environments.

Virginia Tech’s participation with two nearly

identical vehicles in the DARPA Grand Challenge afforded a practical opportunity for
such a case study.
Both base vehicles were developed by modifying Club Car Pioneer XRT 1500 ondemand four wheel drive base platforms.

Cliff was designed to use the reactive

paradigm, while Rocky was designed to use the deliberative paradigm. Both vehicles
were initially outfitted with sensor suites and computational capabilities commensurate
with the paradigm being employed. The author of this thesis coordinated the activities of
the two teams of undergraduate and graduate students who implemented the respective
designs and software.
Both vehicles proved capable of off-road navigation, including road following
and obstacle avoidance in complex desert terrain. In the end, however, the reactive
paradigm proved to be smoother and more reliable than the deliberative paradigm under
the conditions of our testing. While both vehicles were extensively tested and compared
using the competing paradigms, the team modified Rocky to use the more effective
reactive paradigm for the Grand Challenge events. The deliberative case shows much
promise for complex navigation, but added unnecessary complexity to desert road
navigation.
This case study, while necessarily limited in scope, may help to shed additional
light on the tradeoffs and performance of competing approaches to machine intelligence.
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Background
On October 8, 2005 the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
held the final Grand Challenge event. This was DARPA’s second effort to advance the
development of autonomous land vehicle technology by hosting a competition open to
the American public. The goal of the competition was simple: build a land vehicle
capable of navigating an unfamiliar course across the Mojave Desert terrain. The fastest
team to complete the 130+ mile course in less than ten hours would win the two million
dollar grand prize.

Figure i. Virginia Tech Grand Challenge vehicle ‘Cliff’ navigates the DARPA Grand challenge course

One Hundred and ninety five teams from across the world initially applied to this
competition and over 120 eventually built vehicles to bring to the National Qualifying
Event. After a round of DARPA site visit inspections and demonstrations, 43 were
selected to come to the National Qualifying Event (NQE) to demonstrate autonomous
behavior on a two mile obstacle course at the California Speedway in Fontana, CA. Of
these 43 competitors, 23 vehicles were selected to run in the final Grand Challenge Event
(GCE). In the end, five teams finished the race, with the Stanford/Volkswagen team
taking home the grand prize. The Virginia Tech vehicles, Cliff and Rocky, designed and
built by a team of undergraduate engineers and volunteers, did not complete the course.
Overall, they made an impressive overall showing, finishing 8th and 9th in total distance.
Cliff completed about 44 miles of the course, and Rocky completed about 39 miles of the

ix

course. More importantly, the students involved with the project took home years of
experience working with autonomous land vehicles.

Figure ii. The Virginia Tech DARPA Grand Challenge Vehicles: Rocky (left) and Cliff (right)

Although built from nearly identical base platforms, the Virginia Tech entries
were designed to run two very different intelligence paradigms. These paradigms reflect
the two most commonly used strategies for intelligent machine navigation. The reactive
paradigm used on Cliff selects from a set of behaviors based on the vehicle’s perception
of the world around it. The deliberative paradigm used on Rocky makes navigation
decisions based on where the vehicle intends to be in the future. Both base vehicles were
developed by modifying Club Car Pioneer XRT 1500 on-demand four wheel drive base
platforms. The teams’ use of two nearly identical base platforms generated a prime
opportunity to compare, contrast, and draw meaningful conclusions about the practical
applications of the reactive and deliberative driving paradigms.

x

Chapter 1
Introduction
This paper uses the Virginia Tech experience from the DARPA Grand Challenge
to explore the differences in performance and application of the reactive and deliberative
driving paradigms. The base platforms on which the VTGC deliberative and reactive
algorithms run are discussed in Chapter One. This discussion provides context for the
data described in later sections. Chapters two describes the algorithms compared in this
paper, the reactive DEZ strategy and the deliberative NUTS strategy. With a firm
understanding to the algorithms and conditions under which they run, Chapter Three
describes the experimental results and observations from NUTS and DEZ. Chapter 4
cites other DARPA Grand Challenge Teams’ approaches which fall into the categories of
deliberative and reactive driving.

Finally, Chapters Five and Six summarize the

conclusions and suggested future work.

The Base Platforms
By using nearly identical mobility platforms on which to run, the Virginia Tech
Grand Challenge (VTGC) team was able to produce a meaningful side-by-side study of
the navigation paradigms.
Both VTGC vehicles built on the Ingersoll-Rand Club Car XRT-1500 utility
platform. They were selected for their off-road capability, fuel economy, and excellent
maneuverability. The first XRT donated to the VTGC team (Cliff) was a pre-production
prototype model with a 20-horsepower Honda gasoline engine. Appendix B contains an
annotated, dimensioned schematic of Cliff in its modified state.
The second vehicle donated to the VTGC team was another Club Car XRT-1500
(Rocky). This was a first-run production model equipped with a different engine than the
prototype, Cliff. Rocky’s drive train was factory equipped with a 20-horsepower Kubota
diesel engine. With nearly identical power output and weight, the difference in engines
made little difference in the top speed and acceleration of the base platforms. Rocky’s
roll cage was modified differently than that of Cliff to accommodate a downward-looking
LIDAR sensor arrangement.

This different design matched Cliff’s in weight and
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protection coverage. A sensor schematic of Rocky can be found in Appendix C of this
paper. The frame, suspension, and all other physical dimensions were identical, giving
both the maneuverability and ruggedness required for the Grand Challenge Event. When
outfitted with instrumentation, payload, and drive-by-wire conversion, both vehicles
weigh approximately 2400 lb. For the comparison purposes of this paper, Rocky is used
exclusively in experimental data collection.

Drive-by-wire conversion
The VTGC Club Car platforms were originally designed for manual operation.
The VTGC team converted all manual controls to electronically driven components. The
manual hydraulic brake system cylinder was removed and replaced by a modified
Carlisle Brake HBA-1500 electronic brake pump. This was controlled by a Hydraforce
PWM valve driver which was controlled by the on-board computers.

The steering

column was removed from the mechanical rack and replaced with a Bodine Electric ½
Horsepower DC servomotor. This motor was driven by an AMC 50a8 24-volt servo
amplifier.

Throttle actuation was accomplished by replacing the accelerator pedal

assembly with a pulley actuated by a Matushita DC servo motor driven by another AMC
50a8 servo amplifier. See Appendix A for detailed schematics of the drive-by-wire
actuators on Cliff. The actuators, drivers, and computing hardware used to make each
vehicle move were identical and gave no performance advantage to either platform. All
of the command signals and feedback for the actuators are handled by a National
Instruments PXI-7344 motion control interface attached via PXI backplane to an NI PXI
8176 Pentium III controller. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the computing system
architecture for the VTGC vehicles.
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Figure 1. Data flow schematics of VTGC Vehicles Cliff (left) and Rocky (right)

The software running on the motion controller accepts commands from the path
planning controller for speed and steering angle. The motion controller handles the PID
position control of the steering, brakes, and throttle to attain the commanded state. Safety
features, such as rollover prevention, proprioceptive monitoring, and user interface are all
handled through this controller. Both VTGC vehicles used identical motion control setups
for the DARPA Grand Challenge [b].

Mobile Robot Intelligence Paradigms
Both VTGC vehicles are capable of operating with two separate software suites
utilizing either a deliberative or reactive approach to navigation and obstacle avoidance.
Regardless of what paradigm is decided for a vehicle, the VTGC team considers the
problem to be split into 5 necessary components: command, perception, cognition,
decision, and actuation.

Each can be considered a building block for a navigation

algorithm and may be executed serially or in parallel, asynchronously or synchronously,
in software or in hardware, as long as each component is addressed.
In the command component, off-line a-priori knowledge is drawn into the system.
This information is obtained from the vehicles operator, or commander. This includes
the robot’s commanded mission or other parameters related to its desired behavior. This
knowledge is obtained from the commander of the vehicle and is related to the vehicle’s
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mission [a]. If the vehicle is given its mission at the beginning of operation, this may be
as simple as querying a database containing pre-loaded mission data. For the DARPA
Grand Challenge, this data involved waypoints, course boundaries, and maximum speeds
for each section of the Route Definition Data File (RDDF) (Appendix B). On both
VTGC vehicles, this component is a piece of software that reads the pertinent information
from the DARPA-provided RDDF file and passes it along to the cognition component.
The perception components of both VTGC vehicles share similar sensors. Both
vehicles are equipped with a forward-looking stereo vision camera (Figure2). This
camera uses monocular image processing techniques to find an area on the image which
it believes is a traversable road [b]. It then uses the stereo processing techniques to
transform the location of the ‘road’ pixels into coordinates relative to the vehicle. These
safe coordinates are passed to the cognition component for further processing.

Figure 2. Each VTGC vehicle is equipped with a forward-looking stereo vision camera.

Each vehicle is also equipped with a horizontal, forward-looking SICK LMS-290
LIDAR. This sensor returns the distance to the nearest solid object in front of the vehicle
in a 180-degree sweep. (Figure 3) The data collected by this sensor is forwarded directly
to the cognition component of the vehicle’s intelligence.

4

Figure 3. The forward-looking LIDAR sensor returns the polar coordinates of solid objects relative to the vehicle

An additional set of downward-looking LMS-290 LIDAR scanners are mounted
to Rocky for use with the deliberative path planning scheme (Appendix C). Individual
scans from the downward-looking LIDAR are collected from the sensor and transformed
into coordinates relative to the vehicle. If the downward-looking sensors do not make
contact with a solid obstacle they will contact the ground and return a partial scan of the
terrain ahead of the vehicle. This terrain location information is transformed into the
world coordinate system using the perceived location of the vehicle and added to an
elevation map. The local elevation map is represented as a 2-D matrix of elevation
values. As the vehicle moves and more scans are collected, they are stored along with
older information. These scans combine to form a 3-D elevation map of the terrain and
obstacles in front of the vehicle. This local terrain map is passed along to the cognition
component for processing. A detailed schematic of Rocky’s sensor arrangement can be
found in Appendix C of this paper.
The cognition/decision component is where the designs of both vehicles diverge.
The reactive cognition originally implemented on Cliff processes sensor stimuli
independently for each sensor. This data cognition is optimized for Cliff’s reactive
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decision paradigm, known as Dynamic Expanding Zones (DEZ) [b] [d]. Using the DEZ
software, the states of each exteroceptive sensor are monitored independently. In this
algorithm driving decisions are made via a hierarchical reactive architecture [a]. The
vehicle does not ‘plan’ where it will be the next moment, only react to stimuli from the
sensor array.
Rocky’s reactive cognition component attempts to combine all sensor data into a
common metric, known as a local map. This local map contains overlaid and scaled data
from all sensors with reference to the vehicle’s position. Rocky’s deliberative path
planning decision software [a][c], the Non-Uniform Terrain Search (NUTS), may then
search the local map from its present state to a future goal point. This search provides
safe a path through the perceived environment. The output of both decision paradigms is
a desired wheel steer angle and speed for the base platform. These commands are passed
on to a separate computing node which handles driving.
The DEZ and NUTS cognition/decision approaches developed by the Virginia
Tech team represent two specific applications of the two prevailing paradigms of
autonomous navigation intelligence: reactive and deliberative [c]. These paradigms are
also known as reaction and planning [a].

The reactive paradigm seeks to build

intelligence using the emergent behavior created by following a simple rule set. The
rules are based on reaction to exteroceptive sensor stimuli. This approach is considered
by many to be a more robust and elegant approach to obstacle avoidance in navigation
but lacks the ability to plan beyond its current state [a]. The deliberative paradigm seeks
to make decisions based on the current state of the vehicle as well as the motions the
vehicle will need to follow in order to reach its destination [c]. This approach gives the
vehicle the ability to plan the most efficient motion and avoid ‘traps’ which might cause
it to fail. Weaknesses in deliberative path planning include making incorrect plans based
on limited sensor data and the computational expense of continuously re-planning the
vehicle path.
The driving component is handled on the vehicle motion control computer. This
component interfaces the motion control amplifiers and motors, proprioceptive sensors,
computer clock synchronization, and emergency stop radio [b]. Cliff and Rocky are both
equipped with identical motion control computers and software.
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The following chapters examine the deliberative and reactive approaches used by
the Virginia Tech vehicles, compare them to one another, and describe the findings of the
Virginia Tech team with respect to their application to the DARPA Grand Challenge.
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Chapter 2
Navigation Strategies
Both DEZ and NUTS are designed for a specific mission: the DARPA Grand
Challenge. This mission involves fully autonomous navigation across semi-structured
off-road terrain [e] [f]. In the semi-structured environment, the vehicles can expect to
find a desert road throughout the course, but have no a-priori knowledge of road
condition, obstacles present, or nature of obstacles in the path.

Vehicles must be

optimized to utilize and traverse the expected terrain type. They must also identify and
avoid obstacles that might hinder navigation. With the length of the Grand Challenge at
130+ miles and up to ten hours [g], reliability is a significant factor. The navigation
strategy must be sensitive enough to handle the breadth of potential obstacles and robust
enough to tolerate inevitable sensor noise and false obstacles. Due to the fixed date of
the competition, the navigation strategy must also be complete and workable with the
technology available on Oct 8, 2005.

DEZ: An Overview
The Dynamic Expanding Zones (DEZ) [d] algorithm was the main navigation
strategy used on Cliff. The algorithm uses the most recent obstacle, vision, and position
sensor information to make decisions based on the presence of perceived obstacles in a
set of ‘zones’ around the vehicle. These zones vary in size and shape depending on the
vehicle’s speed and sensor status. The reactive strategy of Cliff is designed to be robust
by only using the most recent sensor data. The vehicle cannot react instantaneously to
spurious sensor readings or data errors. These erroneous readings are not stored through
more than one decision iteration, making DEZ is very tolerant to sensor noise.
DEZ is based on a hierarchical decision structure [a] where the algorithm selects
from decisions based on the three main sensors: GPS/INS, Vision, and LIDAR. The data
from these sensors are processed independently into vehicle steering and speed decisions.
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The decision to be used is evaluated and selected based on sensor priority to determine
the commanded speed and steering of the vehicle.

Data Cognition
Position – Position data is retrieved directly from the GPS/inertial positioning system and
converted to UTM coordinates. Global position, attitude, and velocity are the primary
outputs of this system, which updates at 20 Hz. This information is then interpreted for
use in the waypoint following and rollover protection behaviors.
For the waypoint following behavior, the current heading and position of the
vehicle is compared to the position of the next destination waypoint on the course [d].
Using this information, the cognition component computes the steer angle from current
heading to next waypoint. If the vehicle is outside of the course boundary (Appendix B),
the desired steer angle may also be augmented to quickly steer back onto the course. The
desired speed is based on the range to waypoint and acuteness of turn required when that
waypoint is reached.
The roll-over protection behavior also uses the most recent INS attitude and
velocity data. The cognition component computes the maximum and minimum safe
steering angle as well as maximum safe speed at present vehicle state based on a
simplified rigid-body model of the vehicle [d]. The maximum and minimum safe steer
angles as well as maximum speed are the outputs from this component.
Vision Road Following – A Point Grey IEEE 1394 stereo vision camera collects two
640x480 parallel RGB images simultaneously at 5 Hz. Initially, only one of these images
is used for processing. The image is searched using geometry and color matching
techniques to determine if a road is available in the camera’s field of view. If a section of
the image is determined to contain an available road, it is marked and verified with
geometric matching techniques [b]. The location of the road pixels are then earmarked
for relative position determination using both of the camera’s stereo images. Using
stereo vision techniques, the software determines the road pixel positions relative to the
vehicle, which are translated into points in the global coordinate frame [b].
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Using the current position of the vehicle from the INS and the road points from
the stereo vision system, the road following behavior determines the steering angle to the
nearest perceived road point in front of the vehicle [d]. If this angle diverges too sharply
from the destination waypoint, the road is ignored. Figure 4 shows a schematic of this
behavior.

Figure 4. Potential road points are selected from camera-received images

The desired road steer angle is output from the road following component to the decision
algorithm. If no road is available, the behavior flags the data as such and makes no
change to the vehicle heading.
LIDAR Obstacle Avoidance – A horizontally-scanning SICK LMS-291 LIDAR serves as
the obstacle detection sensor for the vehicle [h]. Mounted at 15” above ground level, the
180-degree scanning LIDAR returns the range to any solid obstacle in the scanner’s plane
in 1-degree increments. The LIDAR collects new scans at a rate of 75 Hz. If a solid
object is detected by the scanner, the LIDAR outputs the range of contact for each angle
at which an object is detected. This data is filtered to eliminate points at ranges greater
than 40m and less than 0.15m. The cognition software interprets any contact in the
filtered data to be a dangerous obstacle and passes it to the obstacle avoidance behavior.
The obstacle avoidance behavior of Dynamic Expanding Zones (DEZ) uses two
zones to determine the avoidance behavior when an obstacle is present: avoidance and
buffer. If an obstacle is detected in the avoidance zone, the obstacle poses an imminent
threat and the vehicle must avoid it. To avoid the obstacle, the vehicle steers to clear the
10

zone of the obstacle. [d] Figure 5 shows a time-lapse schematic of the vehicle in two
scenarios avoiding an obstacle by moving to clear the avoidance zone.

Figure 5. Using DEZ, the vehicle steers to clear obstacles from dynamically-sized avoidance zones [d]

The length of the avoidance zone depends primarily on the speed of the vehicle.
If the vehicle is moving slowly, it is not necessary to react as quickly and the avoidance
zone is short. The zone also shortens to the range of the nearest obstacle. This allows the
vehicle to maneuver through areas of more dense obstacles. If the vehicle is moving
quickly, the avoidance zone expands to react more quickly to potential hazards [d].
Based on these principles, the DEZ obstacle avoidance component generates a
desired speed and steer angle to avoid hazards in front of the vehicle. If no hazards are
detected, the data is flagged as such.

Reactive Driving Decision
The reactive driving routine uses the most recent processed sensor data to make
steering and speed decisions for the vehicle. Four independent steering decisions are
computed from the cognition components and are processed in a hierarchical serial
decision routine. This is one of several potential architectures for a reactive driving
decision, including serial, parallel, and hybrid [a]. Figure 6 shows a schematic of how
reactive decisions are handled with the DEZ-based algorithm.
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Figure 6. Vehicle decisions are evaluated and updated in increasing order of importance

In the reactive driving strategy, the desired steer angle and speed for the vehicle is
passed from the steering decision of lowest to highest priority. At the beginning of each
program cycle, the decision software inputs the steering angle to drive to the next RDDF
waypoint using the GPS. The algorithm then checks the road following component to
determine if there is a road available to follow. If a road is available in the direction of
the next waypoint, the road following commands are passed to the obstacle avoidance
decision. If an obstacle is present in the avoidance zone, the commands passed from the
road following behavior are ignored in favor of steer and speed commands to avoid the
danger. The commands from the obstacle avoidance behavior are passed to the final
decision step for rollover prevention. This step restricts the commanded steering angle
and speed to safe levels for the vehicle’s present attitude and velocity. If the commanded
angle is already safe, this step does not alter the commanded vehicle state. After this step,
the commands are passed to the motion control computer where they are executed. On
the 2005 DARPA Grand Challenge vehicle, this routine iterates at approximately 20 Hz
[d].
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NUTS: An Overview
The deliberative Non-Uniform Terrain Search (NUTS) algorithm used on Rocky
utilizes simultaneous sensor fusion and storage to create a homogeneous local terrain
traversibility map. This map contains information on discontinuities in terrain height,
course boundaries, and roads recognized by the stereo vision system. The map is scanned
by an A* graph search [i] to determine the desired future path of the vehicle. This
operation iterates in real-time at a rate of 16 Hz. The goal of the deliberative NUTS path
planning strategy is to build a continuously updating, best-path decision on which to
drive. The benefits include instantaneous reaction to perceived future obstacles and
holistic driving decisions based on all sensor data. This higher-level intelligence and
planning is not possible with a reactive-style approach.

Data Cognition
LIDAR Terrain Mapping – The NUTS algorithm utilizes two types of LIDAR data to
describe the local terrain and obstacles: 3-D geometric terrain map, and a binary obstacle
map. The geometric terrain map is built using two ground-scanning SICK LIDAR units
(Appendix C). The obstacle map is built using a horizontal LIDAR in an identical
arrangement to the LIDAR used for the DEZ algorithm.
In order to detect variations in terrain which might affect the planned path of the
vehicle, two ground-scanning LIDAR systems are employed. The scanners are mounted
1.83m high and 1.07m apart. From a forward-looking horizontal position, the scanners
are rotated to each side 30 degrees about the vertical (z) axis of the vehicle then 11
degrees down from horizontal about their new y-axis. Figure 7 shows the groundscanning sensor arrangement. More detailed schematics are available in Appendix C.
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Figure 7. Virginia Tech ground mapping laser scanner arrangement

The scanners measure ranges to solid objects in a 100 degree, 2-D swath about the
sensors’ z-axes. On a perfectly flat surface, this would allow the scanner beams to reach
the ground at a maximum distance of 15m from the vehicle. At this range, the height of a
large positive obstacle would look the same as ground, but obstacles lower than ground
level would (negative) show up as discontinuities in the scan. As the vehicle approaches
an obstacle, the scanners record a higher altitude at the location the scan plane intersects
the object. Behind the object, a ‘shadow’ appears in the scan. Figure 8 shows the
location of scanned points collected as the vehicle approaches car on the left.

N

Figure 8. The red square on the local map (right) indicates the location of the vehicle (facing northeast)
while the black filled sections indicate areas scanned by the LIDAR. The white unscanned area to left of
the vehicle is the LIDAR ‘shadow’ area blocked by the car (left)
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The scan planes of the two scanners overlap in front of the vehicle, giving more data
directly ahead. This extra information can be used to identify potential obstacles more
readily in the case of a straight, high-speed segment.
Each point collected by the LIDAR scanners is transformed from the sensor
coordinate frame to the vehicle reference then rotated into global UTM coordinates
(Appendix D). This transformation uses the most recent position, attitude, and heading
recorded from the inertial navigation system (INS). This new data, stored as an array of
height and position values, is then added to the corresponding location in the vehicle
local map. The new data overwrites any older values stored in the same location. The
local map is stored as a 2-D array of height values from an arbitrary baseline set at the
start of the vehicle’s run. The map array is aligned with true North-South and East-West
and represents a 12.5m by 12.5m field of 20cm square grid elements. This local terrain
map is continuously updated with new LIDAR scans at a rate of 16Hz. As the vehicle
moves, the LIDAR scanners measure the height of solid objects in their scan plane and
add the data to the local terrain map, creating a 3-D geometric description of the terrain
that has been scanned. The data is always represented with the vehicle at a fixed location
and varying attitudes and the map grid aligned with the global UTM coordinate frame.
This map could readily accept a-priori terrain data if any were available. Figure 9 shows
a diagram of the vehicle on a local terrain map.
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Figure 9. Black areas in the local terrain map (left) indicate scanned points. The Local cost map is
extracted from this area (right) and sent to the A* decision algorithm. On the terrain map, the vehicle is
held fixed on the scrolling globally-referenced terrain map but may change attitude. The cost map area is
held fixed relative to the vehicle.

During each program iteration, a 12.5m by 12.5m rectangular section of the
terrain map is extracted for path planning analysis. This section is transformed back into
the vehicle coordinate frame to another grid of 20cm x 20cm squares. This smaller grid
is processed using the sigma filter method [a] [m] to find the slope (first derivative) of the
perceived terrain. Areas of high slope are considered to be less passable than areas of
little or no slope, so the cost map is scaled by a tuned gain value to return high cost in
areas of high slope and low cost in areas of low slope. This puts the map in a format from
which a preferred path can be searched by following paths of lowest cost.
LIDAR Obstacle Detection – The horizontal scanning LIDAR imports obstacle data
directly into the local cost map for processing. LIDAR scan points which return a range
of less than 40m are imported into the local cost map as high-cost obstacles. Any point
returned to the scanner is considered impassible and is marked with an extremely high
cost. The data from this 180-degree sensor is not stored, but refreshed on every program
cycle using only the most recent scan for the cost map. This treatment of the sensor data
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provides easily interpreted, high cost obstacles wherever the LIDAR detects a solid
object. The main drawback of this treatment is the occurrence of ‘false positives’ when
the vehicle pitch directs the sensor into a hill or other non-obstacle. The high-value
treatment of all LIDAR contacts serves as a reliable, if sometimes over-sensitive obstacle
detector for the Challenge vehicle. Figure 10 shows a local cost map generated by the
horizontal scanning LIDAR beside a photo of the scene.
FORWARD

Figure 10. The local cost map (top-down view, left) generated by the horizontal LIDAR for a typical
scene with obstacles (vehicle view, right)

Vision Road Mapping – The vision road recognizing cognition used in the local cost
map is processed by identical software to that used by the DEZ algorithm. The scene in
front of the vehicle is processed to find locations in front of the vehicle that look like
road. Unlike the DEZ approach, where only points along the perceived center line of the
road are passed, a continuous center line is sent to the NUTS path planning algorithm.
Figure 11 shows one frame of a stereo test scene with the map array of the corresponding
road map.
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Figure 11. The recognized road from the RGB image (left) is translated into a local road map (right)

The vision road map is passed as a binary array of the same dimensions as the
LIDAR local cost maps. The perceived road center line points are filled in as ‘true’ to
indicate the presence of a road. If confidence in the vision-recognized road falls below a
specific threshold, a blank map is sent to the NUTS path planning. When received by the
NUTS, all areas marked as road centerline are marked a lower cost than the surrounding
areas. The difference between road and non-road cost values was tuned after extensive
field testing.

Deliberative Driving Decision
The NUTS deliberative driving paradigm attempts to drive the optimum path over
continuously changing, non-uniform terrain perceived by the vehicle.

In order to

optimize the path based on both the current and intended future position of the vehicle,
the NUTS algorithm computes a new optimum path at each program iteration using an
A* graph search. Figure 12 is a flow schematic of a single iteration of the NUTS
program [i].
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Figure 12. Sensor data for the NUTS algorithm is processed in parallel then combined in the form of a local cost map
for the A* search

To generate the final search map, NUTS overlays the four local cost maps
generated by the sensor cognition components. Figure 13 shows an example of a typical
cost map used by NUTS.

Figure 13. Typical LIDAR overlay map of sensor data for the VTGC A* graph search (right). Dark shades indicate
areas of low cost while light areas indicate areas of high cost. The line circled in red indicated a significant drop-off
while the area circled in green indicates the trees pictured at left.
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Obstacles detected by the horizontal LIDAR and areas outside the course
boundary are marked with the highest possible value using the obstacle and boundary
cost maps. Areas with a geometric change in altitude are assigned a cost based on the
‘steepness’ of the terrain. Finally, the road layer is added. This layer assigns a higher
cost to areas not suspected to be a road. The cost overlay values are weighted such that
boundary and obstacle LIDAR hold the most sway over driving decisions and allows the
vehicle to avoid collisions most reliably. Terrain LIDAR and road data are used to guide
the vehicle through the optimum path for navigation.
Using the overlaid map, the NUTS next attempts to find the best path using an A*
least-cost path search. A* “is a graph search algorithm that finds a path from a given
initial node to a given goal node …. It employs a ‘heuristic estimate’ that ranks each node
by an estimate of the best route that goes through that node. The goal point and heuristic
direction are derived by projecting a line to the next goal waypoint” [o].

If the

destination waypoint is on the cost map it is taken as the search goal point and heuristic
direction estimate. If the destination point is out of the map, the NUTS generates a goal
point on the border of the map (Figure 14).

Figure 14. In the case of a waypoint off the local cost map, NUTS generates a destination point on the border of the
map by linear projection
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The path generated by the A* search is passed to the driving component. The
driving component generates steering and speed commands based on the vehicle’s
current pose to follow the most recent path. This is accomplished by selecting a point on
the path a certain range from the vehicle. The vehicle steers using a pure pursuit
algorithm to head toward the path based on its most recent heading and position, as in
Figure 15.

Figure 15. Schematic of the NUTS path-following decision

Before the steering and speed commands are passed on to the vehicle motion
control system, a final check is performed to ensure that the commands are safe. Based
on the current and commanded velocity and attitude of the vehicle, the NUTS roll-over
prevention algorithm uses the same process as DEZ to limit steering and speed to safe
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levels. This final check ensures the highest authority for the safety-related decisions.
The limited steer and speed commands are finally sent to motion control to be executed.
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Chapter 3
Comparison
It is the intent of this section to compare both VTGC navigation strategies sideby-side for to shed light on the defining characteristics, strengths, and weaknesses of each
driving paradigm. It is not the intent of this section to evaluate and return a definitive
verdict of the fitness of one strategy over the other for use in autonomous navigation.
This comparison attempts to capture the data and lessons learned from applying each
navigation strategy to improve future designs of hybrid paradigms utilizing the best
elements of both reactive and deliberative path planning.

By implementing both

strategies in parallel, this study also sheds light on the considerations for developing both
types of algorithms.

Performance
Both driving algorithms have demonstrated the capability to command the vehicle
to move, navigate global waypoints, avoid obstacles, as demonstrated at the DARPA site
visit to Virginia Tech on May 5, 2005.

This section discusses the differences in

performance of the DEZ and NUTS driving algorithms in the areas of waypoint
following, driving smoothness/efficiency, obstacle avoidance, and repeatability/reliably.
Waypoint Navigation – To test each strategy’s success at waypoint navigation,
GPS/inertial data was collected during test runs of both vehicles on the VTGC test
course. The tests were run under the same conditions: open rolling hill terrain (Figure
16) with no obstacle avoidance and identical RDDFs (Appendix E).
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Figure 16. The lower plantation road test field with waypoints marked in red and RDDF course center line in orange

Special care was taken to examine the driving algorithms under identical
atmospheric and terrain conditions. All test runs were collected on the same day under
clear weather with alternating NUTS and DEZ runs for measurements at the same
speed/weather/lighting combination. All exteroceptive sensors but the high-precision
GPS/INS were shut down on the vehicle to prevent interference. With both data sets
collected on the same vehicle, sensors, and peripheral software, the test conditions isolate
the behavioral differences in the decision-making software.
The RDDF length of this course was 3.173 miles (approximately 5km) over open
field terrain. Each driving algorithm was tested at maximum commanded speeds of 5,
10, and 15 mph. Five continuous laps of data were collected at each speed. A large set
of parameters including position, velocity, actuator state, commanded vehicle state, and
many others was collected at a rate of 5 Hz during the tests. The raw data collected from
these runs is included in tab-delimited ASCII spreadsheet format in Appendix F of this
thesis.
Test Run Overall
Performance

DEZ

5mph

10mph

15mph

Top Speed (mph)

6.6

11.4

15.6

Average Speed (mph)

4.8

7.2

7.9

2365.2

1568.8

1443.6

Top Speed (mph)

6.6

10.8

14.4

Average Speed (mph)

3.5

4.0

4.30

3203.6

2829.4

2594.4

Total Time (s)
NUTS

Total Time (s)

Table 1. Overall performance statistics for non-obstacle avoidance test runs.
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The data summarized in Table 1 clearly shows an overall performance edge for
the DEZ algorithm. Rocky running DEZ averaged significantly higher speeds than the
same vehicle running NUTS path planning. Although the vehicle was fully capable of
driving at higher speeds, the rollover safety processes in both algorithms prevented the
vehicle from selecting turn/speed combinations which might put it in jeopardy. At 5 and
10 mph, the DEZ algorithm averages speeds near the top speed limit imposed on the
software.

At 15mph, however, the serpentine nature of the course triggers safety

slowdown procedures for sharp turns and limits the overall speed.
Although both algorithms were fed the same set of waypoints, the NUTS planner
could not achieve higher overall speeds due to the safeties built into the program. With
every iteration completed by NUTS, a new path was generated. This path did not
necessarily share any similarity with the path it was currently following. This flexibility
to change desired paths allows the deliberative driver in NUTS to follow the optimum
perceived path based on the newest sensor data. Unfortunately, this trades decisiveness
for flexibility and causes NUTS to drive more erratically than the reactive path planner.
By steering hard to follow ever-changing desired paths, the purely deliberative paradigm
reduces the overall performance on the test course.
In the absence of obstacle and road sensor stimuli, the differences between
generated paths can be attributed to a small set of factors. One major factor is the cost
map weighting based on boundary data. The NUTS map overlay uses a 4-step function
to increase cost weighting based on the range from the course center line. As the vehicle
follows the planned path from it’s last iteration, it might find itself in a zone of higher or
lower cost. This step change in current cost location could radically effect the planned
path generated by the vehicle. The result if such a set of conditions would be unstable
steering, such as that observed in the experimental data.
The overall course performance highlights one main difference between the
reactive and deliberative paradigms: decisiveness. It is important for the vehicle to be
flexible and react quickly to a dynamic environment when selecting a desired path, but
lack of decisiveness “where the rubber meets the road” leads to loss of performance. By
solving the general case with a simple algorithm, the deliberative NUTS path planning is
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sensitive to a host of factors which might affect the overall plan for the vehicle’s path.
While this is desirable in long-term planning, it is not preferable for immediate driving
decisions.

The reactive DEZ algorithm, which uses simple cases to generalize the

vehicle’s reaction to the environment, is less sensitive to subtle changes in the perceived
sensor state. This ability to ignore all but the most immediate data showed superior
ability to cope with driving at an immediate level.
Efficiency – The efficiency and smoothness of a driver have a direct impact on the
success of autonomous off-road vehicles. An erratically driven vehicle runs the risk of
losing control or rolling over. Vehicles that perform excessive turning, braking, and
throttle motion add unnecessary wear on the vehicles actuators and drivetrain.
Unnecessary motion also burdens the vehicle’s power system and fuel economy with
inefficiencies. Data from the same test runs used for waypoint driving comparison also
offer a comparison of the overall driving efficiency of the DEZ and NUTS strategies.
The three parameters commanded by both algorithms, speed, brake, and steer
angle are independently variable commands sent to the motion control component.
Excessive change in the steering angle is an unnecessary power draw as well as a major
tax on vehicle performance. To achieve a 13 degree/sec steering rate on Virginia Tech’s
Cliff and Rocky, the steering system is fitted with a 373 watt (½ hp) electric gearmotor.
With the vehicle drivetrain capable of only 20 hp, steering can be a significant source of
power consumption. Similarly, the use of brakes is a significant consumer of vehicle
energy. When operating, the brakes consume 240 watts to pressurize the system and
bleed off vehicle momentum. By using the brake system sparingly and only when
necessary, a vehicle can achieve much higher energy efficiency. By braking and steering
only as much as necessary, a mobile robot can drive more efficiently and smoothly.
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Driving Ability
5mph

3.17

3.17

% Time Turning

6.3%

9.4%

10.0%

% Time Braking

3.6%

10.6%

13.6%

3.24

3.21

3.21

% Time Turning

54.4%

56.3%

57.2%

% Time Braking

5.1%

10.6%

12.9%

Travel Distance (mi)
NUTS

15mph

3.22

Travel Distance (mi)
DEZ

10mph

Table 2. Calculated measures of driving ability from test run data (No obstacle avoidance)

While collecting the test run data, it appeared that the reactive driver was able to
steer more smoothly and efficiently on the course.

To measure the efficiency and

smoothness of steering on the test runs, the percent of the time the vehicle commands a
change in steering angle was examined. The percent of time spent changing steering
angle is a direct indicator of the driving algorithm’s smoothness and energy efficiency. If
the vehicle constantly tracks to a new steering position, it uses a large amount of energy
to drive the steering motors. A large amount of steering also indicates more weaving and
rough driving.
During each run over the same course, the reactive algorithm consistently showed
an order of magnitude less steering than the NUTS deliberative paradigm (Table 2). A
likely cause of this wide disparity in steering efficiency can be traced to the means by
which each algorithm generates its path. The reactive driving scheme determines the
difference between its present heading which will lead it to the waypoint.

The

deliberative scheme plots a desired path on a finite grid and attempts to drive exactly over
the planned path. The reactive behavior simply turns the vehicle toward the waypoint to
the best of its ability while the deliberative behavior might plan a circuitous path to the
same end. This data also supports the argument of indecision in the discussion of overall
vehicle performance.
Another factor contributing to the energy efficiency of the vehicle is the amount
of commanded braking. In an ideal case, the vehicle would be able to plan its path and
speed ahead of time to minimize the amount of acceleration and deceleration as well as
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maximize the speed at which it completes the course. Neither the NUTS nor DEZ
algorithms were designed to optimize their path for maximum efficiency. In their present
form, braking is controlled by the vehicle’s desire to slow down in anticipation of a sharp
turn or lower speed limit.
In tests with lower maximum speeds, the NUTS algorithm exhibited significantly
more braking than DEZ (Table 2). As the maximum speeds increase, the relationship
reverses. This is intuitively what should happen if DEZ is able to achieve higher speeds
on greater sections of the course. If the vehicle is allowed to accelerate up to full speed
in some sections, it will have to brake for sharp turns. Since the DEZ algorithm achieved
much higher maximum speeds on the 15mph test runs, it was required to do more
braking. In the 5mph run, DEZ braked less than the deliberative algorithm. This is most
likely due to the high amount of turning commanded by the NUTS. If the vehicle is at
speed and commands a turn, it must first to slow to a safe speed to execute the maneuver.
If efficient driving and optimization were an interest for future research, a deliberative
scheme, such as the NUTS would be most conducive to adding this ability. Since leastcost path optimization is one of the primary functions of most deliberative algorithms,
deliberative schemes can most easily handle this type of adjustment. This is not to say
that a reactive algorithm cannot be ‘tweaked’ for more energy efficiency, but path
optimization is significantly less direct than with a deliberative scheme.
Reliability/Repeatability – The mission of the Grand Challenge requires the vehicles to
accomplish navigation tasks reliably throughout the 134-mile off-road course.

To

accomplish this reliability, extensive testing and tuning was performed prior to the event.
For this validation process to be successful, the navigation strategies must also be
guaranteed to perform identically on the course as in practice.

After extensive

development and testing, the reactive DEZ scheme was eventually selected as the most
likely to produce the expected results on both vehicles. It was found during testing that
DEZ was more robust to small variations in sensor data. This strategy was most reliable
at driving repeatable results through the same course/environment.

The graphs in

Appendix F clearly show the reactive-driven algorithm drives a significantly more
repeatable path at all maximum speeds.
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Since the DEZ algorithm makes decisions based on only the most recent sensor
data, the path that DEZ drives is sum of all navigation decisions integrated over the
course of the mission. If a sensor operates with a certain amount of ‘noise’ during two
missions over the same terrain/conditions, the overall effect on the vehicle performance is
minimized by the averaging effect of the fast-running, rule-based scheme.

This is

equivalent to adding a low-pass filter to the navigation performance of the vehicle. With
clear-cut rules how to behave with respect to different situations, DEZ produces the most
repeatable results tested.
The NUTS deliberative algorithm attempts to decide on a path and drive it with
no rules to guide its reaction to different sensor situations. This general approach to the
task of navigation adds more flexibility and intelligence to the navigation decision. It
also allows a wider continuum or response possibilities to sensor stimuli. NUTS, unlike
DEZ, chooses a path and drives for longer lengths of time based on a single decision.
Although this path is less likely to lead the vehicle into ‘trap’ situations, NUTS must base
its navigation decision on one snapshot of sensor information. This decision is made and
then driven, with less small adjustments from re-decision to ‘smooth’ the vehicle path.
This general case solution has no pre-defined reaction to specific sensor cases and was
found to produce less repeatable results on the VTGC practice courses.

Dynamic Obstacles
Although dynamic obstacle avoidance was not a consideration for the DARPA
Grand Challenge or the experiments included in this Thesis, some observations about
their expected performance can be made. In it’s present form, the DEZ reactive strategy
is most conducive to dynamic obstacle avoidance. As explained in Chapter 2, DEZ does
not store data between iterations. Because of this trait, the reactive strategy will only
react to it’s present sensor state. With new commands generated at a rate of 50hz, this
means that if a dynamic obstacle were to appear, it would be dealt with in no more than
0.02 seconds. DEZ would simply steer away from the obstacle, based on it’s location in
the avoidance zone. If the obstacle were fast enough to cross to the other side of the
vehicle’s avoidance zone, DEZ would steer in the opposite direction.
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The deliberative NUTS strategy has several challenges to overcome to adapt to
dynamic obstacle avoidance.

First, the world model must be adapted to dynamic

obstacles. In the current terrain mapping setup, LIDAR scan ‘hits’ are permanently
placed into the geometric terrain map and only changed if that location is re-scanned.
Dynamic obstacles passing through the vehicles’ field of view would appear to expand,
never leaving the map. This can be accounted for by adding a time-decay factor into map
data. As data grows older, the data begins to lose it’s weighting on the map. Other
sensing techniques, such as re-verification with additional LIDAR sensors could also aid
the dynamic world model problem.

A second, more difficult barrier to dynamic

deliberative obstacle avoidance is the frequency of path generation. The computing and
memory overhead associated with the cost map generation and path planning allows a
maximum update rate of 16hz on the VTGC vehicles. This slower reaction time will not
allow the same high-speed decision making expected from the DEZ reactive strategy.

Application
During development of both navigation strategies, the VTGC team made several
notable observations that provide insight into the practical application of the reactive and
deliberative driving schemes. The vehicle’s reactions to sensor stimuli and errors such as
high grass and error in GPS position shows key differences between the strategies. The
measures taken to address these and other issues shed light on the characteristics of
development and practical application of these strategies. Overall, the VTGC team found
the reactive approach to the most conducive to upgrades and gradual improvements based
on field testing. The ‘general solution’ approach of the deliberative scheme promises
higher intelligence in navigation, but requires fundamental changes in navigation strategy
to influence small changes in behavior.
GPS Error – A common experience for the VTGC GPS and inertial based positioning
systems is the ‘GPS pop’ (Figure 17). This occurs when, after running on inertial-only
positioning, the GPS/INS regains GPS signal. The perceived position of the vehicle
instantaneously jumps from the INS-computed location to the GPS-based position. This
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‘jump’ has been measured as up to 2.5m, in an arbitrary direction, based on the error in
INS and GPS.

Figure 17. When the GPS/INS re-acquires satellites, the system corrects the INS-computed position

The DEZ approach handles this type of sensor aberration without issue. There is
no change in obstacle avoidance or waypoint following performance, except for a small
heading adjustment based on the new perceived position with respect to the waypoint.
This adjustment is inversely proportional to the vehicle’s distance from the waypoint.
Because obstacle avoidance is based entirely on the instantaneous measurement of
obstacle position relative to the vehicle, no change is affected by noise or error in the
positioning system.
The NUTS is significantly more susceptible to problems due to varying position
error. Since the deliberative path planner attempts to drive a path based on data collected
in a previous time period, it will use the most recent (corrected) position data to drive a
path generated using an older, offset position frame. The now-offset path can potentially
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carry the vehicle through obstacles that were detected but no longer perceived in the
correct location relative to the vehicle.

Figure 18. An instantaneous change in perceived position changes the location of perceived obstacles.

The general direction and shape of the ‘correct’ path is still valid from the old
computed position, but the data is no longer usable for obstacle avoidance. The longterm, general planning capability of the NUTS approach could benefit from a reactive
driver for more reliable close-in obstacle avoidance.
Dead-End Condition – While testing navigation strategies prior to the DARPA site visits,
both vehicles’ obstacle LIDAR systems encountered the same difficulty: While driving
the VTGC test field, large patches of tall grass were picked up by the LIDAR and
registered as obstacles (Figure 19). This resulted in a dead-end condition for both
strategies.
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Figure 19. As the vehicle approaches a copse of high grass, the obstacle sensors register a dead end condition. Red
dots indicate locations of detected obstacles while yellow lines and dot indicate boundaries and waypoint.

For DEZ, the dead-end condition caused the vehicle to avoid the grass turn away from the
destination waypoint at maximum steering to avoid ‘collision’. In this case, the vehicle
would run through the grass on the side of the course. With NUTS, the vehicle saw that
there was no passable way to reach the destination waypoint and registered a “no path
found” error, stopping the vehicle.
Stopping on the GCE course is not an option, so both problems were solved using
a similar approach. If the NUTS ever returns a “no path found” error due to obstacles,
obstacles are cleared from the local map and the vehicle proceeds slowly until it can
generate a path using the obstacle sensor. If the obstacle avoidance component of DEZ
encounters an obstacle that drives it out of the course boundary, obstacle avoidance and
road following temporarily shuts down. The vehicle drives toward the waypoint until it is
once again in-bounds.
In this case, NUTS was more conducive to adding a case-based approach to
dealing with a detrimental navigation issue. Although the reactive DEZ algorithm is
based solely on sensor-determined navigation states, it is possible to ‘patch up’
weaknesses in the deliberative strategy with more reactive case-based rules.
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Navigation Range – The DEZ navigation approach has proven superior to the NUTS in
robustness and reliability for obstacle avoidance in simple situations. The DARPA Grand
Challenge is one such case where intelligent planning of complex maneuvers is not
required.

The reactive navigation strategy is superb at navigation through simple

obstacles, such as passing cars and tunnel walls, but lacks the ability to plan through
complex situations (Figure 20).

Figure 20. DEZ does not take the optimum path in some situations

Because of the avoidance zone in front of the vehicle a vehicle running DEZ
might not be capable of maneuvering through close-quarters situations. In practice, DEZ
showed a particular weakness in the offset-gate configuration of obstacles (Figure 21).
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Figure 21. DEZ reaction to the offset-gate obstacle

The offset-gate obstacle is traversable by the NUTS deliberative strategy, which is
capable of planning a path through any area, regardless of the complexity of the obstacle
field (Figure 22). This long-range intelligence demonstrates the main attraction of the
deliberative approach: the larger the area and complexity of data available for path
planning, the greater the advantage to the deliberative approach. The drawback to using
this strategy is that, as investigated in this paper, it lacks the adaptability and smooth
obstacle avoiding performance of the reactive approach.

Figure 22. NUTS reaction to the offset-gate obstacle
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Road Following – Another area in which the NUTS excels is road following. The data
output from the VTGC road recognition algorithm to the NUTS is optimal for map-based
path following. Rather than simply steer toward a point ahead of the vehicle suspected to
be a road, the NUTS attempts to find the shortest path onto the low-cost road terrain.
Unlike DEZ, which ignores road following data in the presence of an obstacle, NUTS is
capable of intelligently planning a path down a road, around an obstacle, and back onto
the road again given sufficient sensor data (Figure 23).

Figure 23. In some situations, DEZ (left) can lose a road due to obstacle avoidance while NUTS (right)
will maintain the optimal path (Aerial photo from Google Local ®)

Design/Testing – Another consideration observed by the VTGC Team is the nature of
design and testing with the different navigation strategies. This section describes the
practical experience gained from design, testing, and capitalizing on the test data the
reactive and deliberative path planning strategies. Without an in-depth study to produce
quantitative results from an industrial engineering analysis, the VTGC findings are
presented on a qualitative basis.
Initial software development of both strategies was similar, with the designers’
flowcharting, coding, and simulating the first draft of the DEZ and NUTS code. This
first development process showed little to no appreciable difference between the two
strategies.

Where the development process diverged greatly was the testing and

implementation phase of the process.
DEZ initially began as a fixed-size rectangular avoidance zone in front of the
vehicle known to VTGC as ‘box avoidance’. Over hundreds of hours of field testing, this
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limited reactive strategy eventually evolved and improved through small steps into DEZ.
Each design revision was a slightly modified version of the previous one.
The ability to adapt through small steps is the main strength of the reactive
scheme. Because DEZ is built from a set of simple rules, the strategy is easily modified
to include or eliminate intelligent or undesired behaviors. This allows developers to
focus in on the most pertinent problems and adjust the navigation strategy without
restructuring the whole system. Many significant changes on the DEZ strategy were
conducted and all were adjusted during testing in the field [d]. This ability makes DEZ
extremely conducive to an incremental, evolutionary design process.
The development of NUTS was very different from the DEZ experience. The
NUTS strategy operates by homogenizing all sensor data then using an elegant search
algorithm to solve the general navigation problem. With DEZ, it is simple to manipulate
the decision-making structure by adding or modifying rules, but the NUTS uses a single
A* algorithm to process the homogenized data. Changing the nature of this search can
radically change the behavior of the commanded vehicle motion. Small changes to
smooth out turns, for example, could cause other aspects of obstacle avoidance to behave
in a totally different way. Because of this, each new generation of NUTS is completely
different from the last. This leads the NUTS into a step-change based design method
rather than a gradually evolving continuum.
Another method used to manipulate NUTS is the format and weighting of the
input data to be searched.

Many of the fine-tuning adjustments can be handled by

manipulating the weight and size of features relative to one another on the final cost map
overlay. If cost map changes cannot solve a pressing problem, a step-change in design is
required.
In summary, the reactive DEZ approach is significantly easier to field early,
gather data, and easily make significant design changes based on this data. Though
limited in complex maneuverability, this algorithm is the most reliable in a broad range
of sensor situations. The deliberative NUTS approach is significantly more finicky and
difficult to work with. It shows the most promise for intelligent terrain navigation, but is
more than was required to navigate the DARPA Grand Challenge.
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Chapter 4
Other Approaches
The navigation strategies discussed in this paper are compared mainly ‘in a
vacuum’ in order to contrast the nature of the two paradigms. Other approaches using
deliberative, reactive, or a combination of the two were demonstrated by successful teams
on the DARPA Grand Challenge course. Each team uses a unique configuration of
sensors, computing, and navigation paradigm to navigate.
Some notable vehicles using primarily deliberative approaches are the University
of Florida NaviGATOR, Stanford’s Stanley, Team TerraMAX, and Carnegie-Mellon’s
two entries [i] [j] [k]. These vehicles all attempted to plan optimal paths ahead using
deliberative algorithms very unlike VTGC NUTS approach. Terra MAX used a fairly
sophisticated planning approach to move the 15-ton military vehicle through the tight
course while Stanford’s computer vision system was used for surface classification and
speed control rather than road following. The VTGC NUTS approach is only a small
section in the spectrum of deliberative path planning strategies.
DEZ was not the only strategy to implement the reactive paradigm of robotic
navigation. Notable teams using this type of strategy include the University of Louisiana
Cajunbot and The Golem Group [g] [h]. These vehicles also differed widely in sensors
and physical makeup. None of these approaches, when examined closely, are likely to
share anything in common but the general structure of the reactive scheme.
It is the purpose of this paper, not to compare all or even a subset of individual
navigation strategies, but explore and describe the nature of the two different navigation
paradigms.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The 2005 Virginia Tech DARPA Grand Challenge teams had a unique
opportunity to develop and examine each of the main paradigms for autonomous
navigation. The two vehicles provided platforms on which each could be refined and
tested independently and equally. With the knowledge gained through these tests, the
team has gained insight into the nature and practical considerations of the deliberative
and reactive paradigms of mobile robot navigation.
DEZ, the reactive driving strategy, proved in its simplicity to be more than
adequate for the DARPA Grand Challenge course. Although limited in forward-planning
ability, DEZ can robustly maneuver with superior reliability. DEZ excels at close-in
obstacle avoidance and smooth driving ability. The rule-based design of the reactive
strategy is conducive to manipulating driving decision and easy solution of navigation
problems. This strategy is best suited for basic obstacle avoidance and navigation.
NUTS, the deliberative driving paradigm is capable of advanced planning beyond
the capabilities of a reactive strategy. The added intelligence, however, does have its
drawbacks. NUTS might solve the navigation problem elegantly but it does not always
generate the most kinematically drivable path.

NUTS concentrates most on the

efficiency related to terrain safety as opposed to the efficiency of the vehicle. Noise and
error, especially the time-varying type, are detrimental to the NUTS. This strategy is best
suited for long-range planning and complex situations. NUTS makes best use out of apriori map-based information rolled-in with local sensor data.
Using observations from the DEZ-NUTS testing, the following conclusions are
inferred. Reactive driving strategies such as DEZ have superior basic obstacle avoidance
and driving.

The simpler reactive rules might be sufficient for many navigation

challenges which do not require long-range planning. Deliberative strategies possess the
capability to plan maneuvers for which it would be impractical to design a reactive
driver. Deliberative driving strategies such as the NUTS are particularly adept at mapbased, complex sensory data.
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The performance of these two strategies obviously contrast greatly and it seems
one always excels where the other struggles. These two strategies can likely be used
together to complement one another’s abilities. This hybrid strategy is the combination
of long-range path planning relative to the world coordinate frame by a deliberative
planner and close-in obstacle avoidance and curve-driving by a reactive-based approach.
Different modes of hybrid strategy are the subject of continuing research at Virginia
Tech.
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Chapter 6
Future work
Using the results of this paper and the knowledge gained by participation in the
DARPA Grand Challenge, the VTGC team is in a position to develop a navigation
strategy that harnesses the best in deliberative and reactive driving. Moreover, using data
from this paper, it is possible to avoid the navigation development pitfalls encountered in
the DGC.

With focus on using the best of both paradigms and conscious of the

weaknesses, a navigation strategy can be developed superior to both described in this
paper.
The new navigation strategy will utilize the forward-planning ability of the NUTS
by expanding the area searched around the vehicle from a 12.5-meter square grid to as far
as a kilometer. This approximately 16 million sector expanded local map will contain apriori map data and local sensor values homogenized into 8-bit cost values. The graph
search used will be able to make use of cost calculation techniques previously not
available to the team due to the computational expense. The new strategy will include
wider cost-computing areas to match the vehicle size, vehicle kinematic considerations,
and vision-based filtering techniques for the cost data. With such a large searchable area,
multiple searches will be conducted through not one but potentially several waypoints on
the cost map. This procedure will be necessarily expensive computationally by several
orders of magnitude. Rather than a period of 63ms, this terrain search would generate a
recomputed path every 1-2 seconds.
Since the terrain search segment will be slow and incapable of the high-speed
decisions necessary to drive the path it generates, a second layer of navigation will be
required. This second layer, a reactive driver akin to DEZ, will handle the task of
successfully navigating the path planned by the terrain search. This reactive driver will
have all sensor and a-priori information in the local area available on which to base its
driving decision. The reactive driver, however, will not require terrain information
greater than a few hundred meters from the vehicle. Unlike DEZ, the reactive driver will
base driving decisions based on a dynamically changing set of potential paths in front of
the vehicle. A superb example of this strategy is described in a paper by B. Krogh of
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Carnegie-Mellon University [n]. This strategy would operate at speeds of 20-50Hz and
allow the vehicle to make instantaneous decisions based on near-sensor stimuli.
Although the DARPA Grand Challenge is over, there is significant incentive to
continue research in the area of autonomous land vehicle navigation. Congress has
mandated that 33% of military land vehicles be unmanned by 2015. The technology for
this goal is far off, not due to the lack of sufficient platforms but the absence of
intelligent, reliable means of navigating them. Future applications of this work range
from autonomous military supply vehicles to highway ‘snooze control’ to eliminate
driver fatigue.
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Appendix A
Cliff Drive-by-Wire Schematic

Figure A-1. Breakout diagram of the VTGC drive-by-wire components
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Appendix B
Excerpt from DARPA Grand Challenge Rules
RDDF Definitions

Published by the Defense Advanced
Research Products Agency
for the DARPA Grand Challenge
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Appendix C
Rocky Sensor Layout

Figure C-1. Breakout schematic of Rocky’s sensor components.
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Figure C-2. Schematic diagram of Rocky’s sensor scan ranges
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Appendix D
Scanning LIDAR Coordinate
Rotation Matrices
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Appendix E
VTGC Lower Field Test RDDF
and Map Overlay

FINISH
START

Figure E1. Plantation Road Test Course Waypoints
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,
8,
9,
10,
11,
12,
13,
14,
15,
16,
17,
18,
19,
20,
21,
22,
23,
24,
25,
26,
27,
28,
29,
30,
31,
32,
33,
34,
35,
36,
37,
38,
39,
40,
41,
42,

37.211786,
37.211945,
37.212183,
37.212128,
37.212096,
37.212064,
37.212046,
37.212032,
37.212041,
37.212073,
37.212105,
37.212137,
37.212151,
37.212169,
37.212252,
37.212293,
37.212023,
37.211945,
37.212,
37.212135,
37.212264,
37.21247,
37.21269,
37.21273,
37.21268,
37.21248,
37.2123,
37.2121747,
37.2121572,
37.2121448,
37.2121383,
37.2121332,
37.2121332,
37.2121375,
37.2121485,
37.2121601,
37.2121994,
37.21241,
37.21277,
37.212778,
37.212284,
37.211985,

-80.4361,
-80.4355,
-80.434191,
-80.434146,
-80.434115,
-80.434077,
-80.434032,
-80.433982,
-80.433912,
-80.433874,
-80.433868,
-80.433887,
-80.433925,
-80.43395,
-80.434058,
-80.43426,
-80.43552,
-80.43598,
-80.43614,
-80.43619,
-80.43579,
-80.43544,
-80.43507,
-80.43497,
-80.43485,
-80.43499,
-80.43546,
-80.435438,
-80.435433,
-80.435425,
-80.435408,
-80.435363,
-80.435318,
-80.435279,
-80.435243,
-80.435215,
-80.435117,
-80.4345,
-80.43467,
-80.43488,
-80.436558,
-80.43648,

20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,
20,

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

Table E1. Plantation Road Test Course RDDF
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Appendix F
Waypoint Navigation Test Run Data

Overall Performance
5mph
DEZ

15mph

6.6127

11.4328

15.6491

4.78

7.5445

7.91172

Total Time (s)

2365.4

1516.4

1443.4

Top Speed (mph)

6.5523

10.85

14.4272

3.64277

4.1974

4.4556

3203.6

2761

2594.4

Top Speed (mph)
Average Speed (mph)

NUTS

10mph

Average Speed (mph)
Total Time (s)

Table F-1. Overall performance data from waypoint navigation test runs

Driving Ability
5mph

10mph

15mph

Roughness
DEZ

3.22

3.1779

3.1722

% Turning

93.66%

90.57%

90.04%

% Braking

3.56%

10.64%

13.55%

3.2417

3.2192

3.211

% Turning

45.59%

43.72%

42.85%

% Braking

5.05%

10.57%

12.91%

Travel Distance (mi)

Roughness
NUTS

Travel Distance (mi)

Table F-2. Overall driving efficiency data from waypoint navigation test runs
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Figure F-1. Overlay plot of the DEZ 5mph test run (no obstacle avoidance) with RDDF waypoints (UTM zone 17)
highlighted in yellow.

Figure F-2. Overlay plot of the NUTS 5mph test run (no obstacle avoidance) with RDDF waypoints (UTM zone 17)
highlighted in yellow.
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Figure F-3. Overlay plot of the DEZ 10mph test run (no obstacle avoidance) with RDDF waypoints (UTM zone 17)
highlighted in yellow.

Figure F-4. Overlay plot of the NUTS 10mph test run (no obstacle avoidance) with RDDF waypoints (UTM zone 17)
highlighted in yellow.
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Figure F-5. Overlay plot of the DEZ 15mph test run (no obstacle avoidance) with RDDF waypoints (UTM zone 17)
highlighted in yellow.

Figure F-6. Overlay plot of the NUTS 15mph test run (no obstacle avoidance) with RDDF waypoints (UTM zone 17)
highlighted in yellow.
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